USS Delphyne 9807.06


Nicke_AGM:
<><><><><><><><><><><><><>BEGIN MISSION<><><><><><><><><><><><

CMO_Maza:
::in sickbay::

CTO_Spenc:
::get's her uniform on fast::  ::we are late::

XO_Ktarn:
::on the bridge::

OPS_Varel:
::at OPS::

SCl_Kem:
:: Using SCI SRS to track what remains of the signal ::

CSO_Grant:
::at sci station 1 scanning for missing ships::

CO_Ber:
::in RR going over FCO's ratings coming in from the Counslor::

CTO_Spenc:
::dashes to the TL::

CTO_Spenc:
::enters TL::

FCO_Aaron:
::playing with his gum at the helm::

CTO_Spenc:
TL: Bridge

SCl_Kem:
CSO:  The signal is still degrading.  The interference is increasing.  We need someone on the planet.

CNSTelico:
::on the bridge observing the crew from his "not-so-big" chair::

CTO_Spenc:
::enters bridge and goes to tac::

CSO_Grant:
SCI_KEM: not without CO approval

CMO_Maza:
::replicates a cup of coffee::

SCl_Kem:
CSO:  Well will you at least back me up on this?

XO_Ktarn:
FCO: What is are current speed?

FCO_Aaron:
XO: full imp.

CNSTelico:
::notices the TAC officer Spencer enter and nods to her::

OPS_Varel:
::nods to Spencer from his station::

CTO_Spenc:
::nods to Telico and then to Varel::

XO_Ktarn:
::notices the CTO is late and wonders what it is about the postion that makes them always late::

CSO_Grant:
SCI_KEM: I am leaning toward firing a probe/torpodoe into last best co-ord and seeing what happens next

SCl_Kem:
:: has an idea :: CSO:  If we use a photon torpedo with a wide dispersion field, we may be able to clear some of the distortion.

XO_Ktarn:
OPS: Are the warning bouey broadcasting correctly?

OPS_Varel:
XO:  So far they are sir

XO_Ktarn:
::nodds::

CNSTelico:
::keeps a particular eye on the XO::

CMO_Maza:
::sits down in her office::

XO_Ktarn:
CTO: When was the last time we conducted a battle drill?

CSO_Grant:
XO:we could fire on last co-ord with wide dispersion on torpodoe might clear away interference

CMO_Maza:
::picks up a PADD::

CO_Ber:
::walks over to the replicator and orders some tea..lipton, hot and sweet::

CTO_Spenc:
XO: I can't remb the last time sir. Should we do one now. I think Ross did one a few weeks ago

CO_Ber:
::looks at the incoming messages from Starfleet..........::

FCO_Aaron:
::twists in chair::

CMO_Maza:
::sips coffee as she reads the crew fitness reports::

XO_Ktarn:
Grant:not right know we have a patrol to conduct.   keep an eye out for the missing ships

FCO_Aaron:
::getting hyper::

CSO_Grant:
XO:acknowledged

CSO_Grant:
SCI_KEM: have to settle for study of existing data from the moon

XO_Ktarn:
CTO: well then you may conduct a drill at your discreation

Nicke_AGM:
ACTION: sensors pick up some unusual readings

CTO_Spenc:
XO: Ok sir

OPS_Varel:
::more drills..  sheesh::

SCl_Kem:
:: signal fading to unreadable levels :: CSO: Aye sir.  :: Disappointed... reviewing original data ;:

CO_Ber:
::hmmm.........whats this?::

CTO_Spenc:
::thinks drills? Lets have some real action::

XO_Ktarn:
*CMO*:How is your department coming along?  Have you completed the counslor's medical exam yet?

CTO_Spenc:
::An alarm suddenly beeps on the Tactical console::

CMO_Maza:
*XO* I'm still working on it

CSO_Grant:
sci_KEM:check the sensor logs do yu see anyting odd?

Buttercp has been made a spectator

CTO_Spenc:
XO: I am getting some undefinable readings from the sector ahead

SCl_Kem:
CSO:  I am detecting a new reading.  Not coming from the moon.

OPS_Varel:
::checks his board and everything is nominal..  for once::

XO_Ktarn:
TAC: A ship?

CSO_Grant:
XO: I am picking up same signals It merits further investigation

XO_Ktarn:
FCO: Slow to 1/4 impulse

CO_Ber:
::display console shows red light at tactical.......routes station for a look see::

Nicke_AGM:
ACTION: Sensors cannot disern the readings

Nicke_AGM:
ACTION: almost like a shadow

FCO_Aaron:
::slows speed::

CTO_Spenc:
XO: Not sure sir, sems to be something...... one sec

XO_Ktarn:
Tac: Yellow alert.

SCl_Kem:
CSO:  This new reading is coming from open space.  Bearing... Bearing is changing.

XO_Ktarn:
*CO*:Captain to the bridge

CMO_Maza:
::hears the yellow alert go on::

CTO_Spenc:
ALL: Yellow alert .

CSO_Grant:
::brings station to yellow alert::

OPS_Varel:
::brins department to Yellow Alert::

CTO_Spenc:
::sets security teams to designated status::

SCl_Kem:
:: Reconfig's panel to yellow status ::

CSO_Grant:
::reads a prescence but shifting in the readings like a shadow::

CMO_Maza:
::jumps out of her seat and tells the med staff to go to alert::

FCO_Aaron:
::fiddles with thumbs::

SCl_Kem:
:: Narrowing SRS to scan reading ::

CTO_Spenc:
::continues looking for ships in sectoe::

XO_Ktarn:
Grant: I want answer on what it is

SCl_Kem:
CSO:  Bearing is still changing.  I suggest we come to all stop to attempt to get a track.

CMO_Maza:
::wonders what the alert status is for::

CNSTelico:
::makes some notes on his PADD about the efficiency of the bridge crew::

CSO_Grant:
::adjusts long range scanners to use multi-phase to scan for mysterious readings::

OPS_Varel:
::wonders if the CO is ever going to come since the XO summoned him::

CTO_Spenc:
::narrows beam for search::

CMO_Maza:
::makes sure that the med staff can handle things while she is gone::

CSO_Grant:
XO: working on it

FCO_Aaron:
::getting bored::

CMO_Maza:
::exits SB and enters TL::

SCl_Kem:
OPS:  Please increase power to the SRS.

XO_Ktarn:
*CO*:Sir we have discovers some strange readings

CMO_Maza:
TL: bridge

CO_Ber:
::finishes tea and walks out to the bridge::

CSO_Grant:
::tries to match what data have now with computer library::

OPS_Varel:
::ups power by 10%::  Kem:  You should have a 10% increase now..

CTO_Spenc:
::looks up at Captain::

CMO_Maza:
::regrets that she didn't finish that cup of coffee::

FCO_Aaron:
::playing rock paper scissors with himself::

SCl_Kem:
OPS: Aye :: still tracking undefined signal ::

CO_Ber:
::enters the bridge:: XO: status?

CSO_Grant:
XO:maybe we should ask the telepathes on board if they sense intelligence out there

CNSTelico:
::thinking maybe he was born three hundred year too late::

CMO_Maza:
::TL stops and Maza enters the bridge::

CMO_Maza:
::walks to her assigned seat on the bridge::

SCl_Kem:
:: notices newest arrival on the bridge ::

CTO_Spenc:
SCI: have you any info yet?

XO_Ktarn:
CO: Unknown reading uphead.  I slowed us to 1/4 impulse and order yellow alert.  Mr Grant and Mr Kem'et are trying to get more info

CNSTelico:
::nods to the CMO as she seats herself::

CMO_Maza:
::nods to Telico::

CSO_Grant:
CTO: no match in federation records yet

SCl_Kem:
XO:  Readings seem to coming from a heading of 301 mark 25.  Distance unknown, and bearing changing.

FCO_Aaron:
::thought he gave the order and that I slowed the ship::

CO_Ber:
XO: I don't sense anything.....might be a spacial anomoly

OPS_Varel:
::interjects::  Neither do I, sir

SCl_Kem:
XO:  The bearing change would suggest something is moving, or it may be a local phenomon.

CNSTelico:
::brings up an old 20th century magazine on his chair's display monitor::

CSO_Grant:
::searches for evidence of propulsion in shadow::

CMO_Maza:
::this is all fascinating...change of scenery from SB::

XO_Ktarn:
CO: that good.  But since we lost three ships in the area i figured some precatuions where in order

CO_Ber:
::turns to Kem:: SCI: can you plot it's past course?

FCO_Aaron:
::starts caughing::

CSO_Grant:
::notices an odd phase shift in light passing through shadow::

CMO_Maza:
::notices FCO's cough::

SCl_Kem:
CO:  Given another few minutes.  Maybe.

SCl_Kem:
CO:  If it doesn't change course.

CMO_Maza:
::wonders if he's coming down with something::

CTO_Spenc:
CSO: Did you read that phase shift in the shadow?

XO_Ktarn:
FCO: Prepare for evasive manuvers on the captain or my say so

FCO_Aaron:
::starts caughing heavily and vilantly::

CSO_Grant:
CTO:yes i read phase shift in shadow

CNSTelico:
::notices an ad for something called a "Viper" in the magazine and raises eyebrows at it::

CO_Ber:
XO: yes, take us around it....have a probe ready

CMO_Maza:
::gets off her seat and walks over to helm::

SCl_Kem:
CO:  reading is changing position as we change.  Could be following us.  Maybe from the moon.

CSO_Grant:
XO: there is  an odd phase shift in shadow , i recommend not enter it

CMO_Maza:
FCO: are you alright?

XO_Ktarn:
CO: aye sir

FCO_Aaron:
::through caughs:: XO:ok..sir..

XO_Ktarn:
Grant: Ready a probe

OPS_Varel:
::looks over at the FCO::

XO_Ktarn:
FCO: set a course around the anomally

CTO_Spenc:
XO: I recomend going in for a better "look"

CSO_Grant:
::prepares a probe::

FCO_Aaron:
CMO: Just a bit ::falls on floor::

XO_Ktarn:
Tac: ready tube one for the probe

CSO_Grant:
CTO: please allocate a launch tube for probe

CMO_Maza:
::pats FCO on back:: FCO: are you choking on something

CTO_Spenc:
::looks at XO::

CTO_Spenc:
XO: Ye Sir

XO_Ktarn:
::configs his station for fco::

CO_Ber:
CTO: anything on tactical sensors?

CMO_Maza:
FCO: are you alright?

CSO_Grant:
::loads probe into tube ::

FCO_Aaron:
::murmers something::

CTO_Spenc:
::readys probe for launching::

CTO_Spenc:
XO: Ready sir

FCO_Aaron:
::trys to get back in char::

XO_Ktarn:
CO: I have transfer FCO to my station

CO_Ber:
::nods at the XO::

CSO_Grant:
::sees probe ready ::

CNSTelico:
::looks up from magazine on monitor and regards the FCO::

CMO_Maza:
::pulls out medical tricorder::

CMO_Maza:
::scans the FCO::

CO_Ber:
CSO: you may fire when ready

CSO_Grant:
XO: probe is loaded and ready to fire

XO_Ktarn:
Maza: Take him to sickaby for a check up

XO_Ktarn:
::nodds to grant::

CSO_Grant:
::hits the fire button::

XO_Ktarn:
::checks ships postion::

CMO_Maza:
XO: he has a fever...permission to relieve him of duty

FCO_Aaron:
::hope they don't find the traces of pills::

XO_Ktarn:
Maza: yes.

CSO_Grant:
CTO:did it fire?

CMO_Maza:
FCO: please come with me

CMO_Maza:
::walks over to the TL::

FCO_Aaron:
::trys to stand up::

FCO_Aaron:
::struggles to feet::

XO_Ktarn:
::Motion to CTO to assign to officers to assit the FCO to sickbay

CTO_Spenc:
::looks up to see the CMO & FCO heading for the TL::

XO_Ktarn:
::checks the ships postion::

CSO_Grant:
::sees probe racing off to shadow::

CTO_Spenc:
::assigns officers::

CMO_Maza:
::steps into the TL...waits for FCO to enter::

XO_Ktarn:
CO: Probe closing to within 10km of the shadow

CSO_Grant:
:: reads data from probe, measuring phase shifts in real time::

SCl_Kem:
:: tracking probe with CSO ::

OPS_Varel:
::checks his board to see if he can get anymore power to sensor systems::

CNSTelico:
::sees that everything is in order and goes back to reading his monitor::

FCO_Aaron:
::struggles to the TL::

XO_Ktarn:
::checks ships postion and makes a minor adjustment::

CO_Ber:
XO: ack

CO_Ber:
CSO: any readings coming in?

CSO_Grant:
::keeps his fingers crossed ::

CMO_Maza:
::TL doors close::

CMO_Maza:
TL: sickbay

CSO_Grant:
CO: monitering readings from probe now sir

XO_Ktarn:
::wonders what wrong with the FCO officer

SCl_Kem:
CSO: Nothing yet :: probe reaches shadow and impacts, completely destroyed ::

FCO_Aaron:
::head starts to pound with a headache::

CTO_Spenc:
::follows along with SCI readings::

SCl_Kem:
CSO:  We just lost the probe.

XO_Ktarn:
::checks probes flight data::

CSO_Grant:
CO: the probe disappeared and is destroyed as soon as it entered shadow

CO_Ber:
XO; give us a wide berth.....I don't like it......

XO_Ktarn:
CO: confirmed sir. I have lost all flight data and control of the probe

CO_Ber:
CSO: launch a mark 5 probe......

CSO_Grant:
CO: I don't recommend entering it

CSO_Grant:
CO: yes sir

XO_Ktarn:
::moves the Del to avoid the shadow

OPS_Varel:
::accesses sensor logs and begins going through them himself::

SCl_Kem:
:: plotting depth of the 'shadow' ::

XO_Ktarn:
CO: aye sir

CTO_Spenc:
XO: We could reconfigure the probe for a different depth output::

CMO_Maza:
::TL stops and Maza exits TL::

CSO_Grant:
::prepares a mk 5 probe with extra powerful transmitter::

XO_Ktarn:
CO: prehapes we should rig a remote shuttle

CO_Ber:
CSO: launch 2 warning probes too....

OPS_Varel:
XO/CO:  Or we could stop the probe just outside the shuttle..  and see if it can penetrate...

CSO_Grant:
CTO: please allocate a tube for main probe and another for glancing probes

CSO_Grant:
:: prepares two probes to determine outer limits of shadow::

CMO_Maza:
::walks down the hallway to sickbay....watches FCO follow her::

SCl_Kem:
:: finished plotting :: CO:  The shadow seems to be take up approx. 5 times the mass of the Del.

CNSTelico:
::becomes immersed in an article about a supercharged V10::

XO_Ktarn:
CO: sir we are station keeping 1,000 Km form the shadow

CTO_Spenc:
CSO: allright

OPS_Varel:
::5 times???  hmm::

CSO_Grant:
:: hits fire relay command::

CO_Ber:
SCI: keep an eye on it's track

CSO_Grant:
cto: please fire now

CTO_Spenc:
CSO Your tubes are ready

SCl_Kem:
:: reading new telemetry :: CO: Aye sir.

CSO_Grant:
::hits fire

XO_Ktarn:
::follows the probes flight data::

CMO_Maza:
::enters sickbay::

OPS_Varel:
::pulls up the live feed to go through himself::

CMO_Maza:
FCO: please lie down on that biobed

CSO_Grant:
::watches readings from all 3 probes, now maybe find extant of shadow::

Nicke_AGM:
ACTION: the "shadow" seems to fluctuate

FCO_Aaron:
::caughs and sits on the bed::

CMO_Maza:
FCO: how long have these coughs been occuring?

FCO_Aaron:
::starts to feel faint::

CSO_Grant:
::reads that the shadow fluctuates in size::

XO_Ktarn:
::checks probes flight data ensuring they are still on course::

CSO_Grant:
::hopes to read at least min radius::

CMO_Maza:
::wonders if FCO heard her::

FCO_Aaron:
CMO: they happen every once in a while they.....aham..will go away

CNSTelico:
::finishes with the magazine on the monitor and shuts down the console.  Attention now focused on the bridge as a whole::

CO_Ber:
XO: keep an eye on it..If we can't get anymore readings we will send for a science vessel and continue out patrol....

SCl_Kem:
:: tracks loss of probe 2 :: CSO: One of the probes is gone.  We received some sort of bioelectric reading before it stopped sending.

FCO_Aaron:
::feels lightheaded::

CMO_Maza:
FCO: how long have you had them?

SCl_Kem:
:: working on fast analysis ::

CSO_Grant:
::reads a min radius of at least 9 AU::

XO_Ktarn:
CO: that may not be wise.  There have allready been three science vessel lost in this area

FCO_Aaron:
::phases in and out of conciousness::

CO_Ber:
::looks at the CTO::

CMO_Maza:
::pulls out tricorder and scans him::

CSO_Grant:
XO: min Radius  is 9 AU

XO_Ktarn:
::Checks probes flight data again::

FCO_Aaron:
::barely hears CMO: CMO: 6 months

XO_Ktarn:
*Maza*:What is the FCO condtion

CMO_Maza:
FCO: SIX months!!!

CO_Ber:
CTO: launch two warning probes to orbit the occurance....we will stay a bit longer then contunue our patrol

CMO_Maza:
*XO* I'm still trying to acertain the cause of his coughs

CSO_Grant:
::checks energy readings with phase shift data from central probe::

CMO_Maza:
FCO: did you report this to the medical officer at your last posting?

CTO_Spenc:
::launches warning probes::

XO_Ktarn:
*Maza*:keep me posted

FCO_Aaron:
CMO: I couldn't....he died

CMO_Maza:
*XO* will do, sir

FCO_Aaron:
CMO: plus I am used to it ::gets dizzy again and vission is blurring::

CMO_Maza:
FCO: but you never informed anyone of this prolonged condition?

CMO_Maza:
:;looks at scanner readings:;

FCO_Aaron:
CMO:What was that?

CO_Ber:
*CMO* status on Spencer?

CMO_Maza:
FCO:what was what?

CSO_Grant:
::reads max radius of shadow at 10.2 AU::

XO_Ktarn:
Grant: Are we still getting data back from the probe

FCO_Aaron:
CMO: what you said

CMO_Maza:
*CO* I'm still performing my examination

CSO_Grant:
XO:yes, sir max radius of shadow is 10.2 AU

SCl_Kem:
CSO:  BioElectric readings do show a cohesiveness.  Could be life.  The doctor would be better suited to that part of the analysis.

CTO_Spenc:
::continues to monitor probes::

CMO_Maza:
FCO: but you never informed anyone of this prolonged condition?

XO_Ktarn:
Grant: Have u figured out why we lost contact with the last probe

FCO_Aaron:
CMO: No it goes away see I am already starting to get better

OPS_Varel:
::probes the shadow with his mind::

CMO_Maza:
::sees something strange in the readings....decides to take test samples::

CSO_Grant:
SCI_KEM:Bioelectric readings, hmmm I hope it is not hungry

CMO_Maza:
FCO: hold on, mister.....you're not going anywhere until I run some tests

SCl_Kem:
:: smiles at CSO.  That would be interesting ::

CO_Ber:
::looks a Varel::~~~~~static....that's all I'

CO_Ber:
m

CO_Ber:
getting~~~~~

CSO_Grant:
::reads high energy absorbtion in shadow at 500 ghz and 680 ghz::

OPS_Varel:
::nods to the CO::  ~~~~~~ same here..  could be something..  but impossible to tell ~~~~~~~~~~~

CMO_Maza:
::pulls out a blood sampler::

FCO_Aaron:
::falls onto boibed and phases in and out::

SCl_Kem:
CSO:  Readings just increased by 30%.

CTO_Spenc:
::runs her hands through her hair:: CSO What in the blazes do you think it is?

CSO_Grant:
CTO: it might be alive or a collection of energy disembodied beings::

XO_Ktarn:
Kem'et: run a search thought the ship computer for anyother ships lost in this area of space

CNSTelico:
CO: if you don't need me here, I'll go to sickbay and see if I can help the good doctor.

CMO_Maza:
::takes a sample of FCO's blood::

CO_Ber:
XO:  we will let the probe do it's function......

CO_Ber:
OPS: send word to Starfleet for a science vessel to check this out

XO_Ktarn:
CO: shall I pull us back?

OPS_Varel:
CO:  Aye

SCl_Kem:
XO: Aye sir. :: running match ::

CMO_Maza:
::takes the blood sample and puts in on top of a scanning device:;

CSO_Grant:
XO: The Enterprise A found a similar shadow that destroyed a library

CTO_Spenc:
CSO: disemboided beings? hmmmm

OPS_Varel:
::composes message to SF Command and sends it::

OPS_Varel:
CO:  Message sent sir...

CNSTelico:
::waits for the Captain to respond, knowing there is alot of info coming in::

CO_Ber:
CNSLR: yes you may assist the good doctor

Nicke_AGM:
ACTION:  the shadow expands............

CSO_Grant:
CO: if this shadow is like the one that attacked the Enterprise any crewperson susceptible to 500 Ghz or 680 Ghz would be at risk

SCl_Kem:
XO:  None except for... :: notes change ::

XO_Ktarn:
::fco pannel alarm goes off::

SCl_Kem:
XO:  The shadow just grew 30%.  distance now 500 km.

CNSTelico:
::stands at the brisk reply and heads for the TL::

CO_Ber:
CSO: yes.......include that data for starfleet.

XO_Ktarn:
::begins moving the ship back with out waitning for the captain;s order::

CO_Ber:
XO: lets move on........241 mark 37 warp 4

SCl_Kem:
XO:  BioElectric output has increased 50%.  Detecting gravimetric distortions.

CSO_Grant:
::adds data to official message to send to Starfleet command::

CTO_Spenc:
::checks shields and weapons::  ::at full power::

CNSTelico:
::gets into the TL::Sickbay.

XO_Ktarn:
CO: aye sir.  ::Lays in a course 241 mark 37 warp factor 4

CMO_Maza:
::waits for the scanner to complete the test::

XO_Ktarn:
CO: course laided in.

CSO_Grant:
CO: Enterprise crew expelled attacking  energy beings by putting crewperson in air pressure chamber

CO_Ber:
XO: HOLD

XO_Ktarn:
::places course on hold::CO: Aye sir Holding

SCl_Kem:
XO:  The distortion will prevent warp.

CMO_Maza:
::looks at the computer read-out of the progress of the test::

CSO_Grant:
::reads more phase shifts as gravimetric fields increase::

FCO_Aaron:
~~~::feels the good counslr coming ti the rescue::

CSO_Grant:
XO: shadow might be affecting FCO

CO_Ber:
SCI: REPORT !??

XO_Ktarn:
grant: send the CMO your data

CNSTelico:
::the TL stops and he gets out and heads for sickbay::

CSO_Grant:
CO: shadow has increased by 30 % in size and absorbs any energy in 500 Ghz or 680 Ghz bands::

CO_Ber:
CSO: understood.

CO_Ber:
XO: move us further away......20000 k

XO_Ktarn:
CO: orders sir?

CO_Ber:
SCI: what do you mean warp won't work?

CSO_Grant:
*CMO* library data from Enterprise A and recent readings from shadow coming your way

CMO_Maza:
*CSO* acknowledged

SCl_Kem:
CO:  The interference.  The grav distortions are dampening subspace fields.

CO_Ber:
SCI: how far away do we have to be to engage?

CSO_Grant:
::also reads interference::

XO_Ktarn:
::moves the del back 20000km::

SCl_Kem:
CO:  The mass and energy output is acting like a planetary body.  The gravity is pulling on us.

CMO_Maza:
::scan is completed...and Maza looks at the results::

CSO_Grant:
SCI_Kem: can we engage at 20 AU ?

XO_Ktarn:
::place enginees on full reverse

CNSTelico:
::arrives in sickbay and heads for Spencer's biobed::

CO_Ber:
SCI: fine. I got that......it's time to leave.....

OPS_Varel:
::thinking::

SCl_Kem:
:: notes SIF 10% above normal ::

CMO_Maza:
::sees something odd:;

XO_Ktarn:
OPS:shift all aviable power to enginees

CNSTelico:
::sees the Doc is busy and doesn't interfere, just observes::

SCl_Kem:
CSO:  I'd suggest just a slow move away.  That'll also give us maximum sensor contact.

OPS_Varel:
XO:  Aye

FCO_Aaron:
CMO: can I go yet?

CSO_Grant:
CO: we should be able to engage at 20 AU from center of shadow

CO_Ber:
XO: 1/2 impulse. same heading.....241 mark 37.......engage

FCO_Aaron:
::hold in a caugh::

OPS_Varel:
::begings shifting power::

CNSTelico:
::shakes head to Spencer as if to answer::

CMO_Maza:
FCO: you're free to go...but you need to come back tomorrow

CMO_Maza:
CNSR: I need you here a bit

XO_Ktarn:
:enages at 1/2 impulse::

CNSTelico:
CMO: Doc, I wouldn't let him go yet.

CTO_Spenc:
::monitors shadow::

CSO_Grant:
CO: if the energy beings are in FCO they might react violently to our departure

FCO_Aaron:
CNS: thx for comming to my rescue

OPS_Varel:
XO: 5% increase

CO_Ber:
XO: let me know when we're 20AU from the disturbance.

CMO_Maza:
CNSR: I need you to see something

CO_Ber:
::sits in the chair::

XO_Ktarn:
::feels the ship shakes as they move away::

FCO_Aaron:
::gets up and wobbles a bit as blood rushes from head::

XO_Ktarn:
::checks ships distance::

CNSTelico:
::throws a glance at Spencer::

Nicke_AGM:
ACTION: the ship seems to drag.......

FCO_Aaron:
::steadies himself and walks out::

OPS_Varel:
XO: 10% increase sir

CNSTelico:
CMO: I'm at your disposal, Doc.

XO_Ktarn:
CO: helm is sluggish

FCO_Aaron:
::notices the ships alert status::

CMO_Maza:
::notes the FCO's walking::

CO_Ber:
CTO  send out another warning beacon to orbit the disturbance from this distance too

XO_Ktarn:
OPS: I need more power

CSO_Grant:
::reads a dragging effect on ship hull ::

SCl_Kem:
:: continues readings.  Notes growth. :: CO:  The pull is increasing.  BioElec energy is up 60%.

OPS_Varel:
::doesn't respond to the XO as he's to busy uping power::

OPS_Varel:
XO: 20% and rising

CMO_Maza:
CNSR: I've found an unusual substance in FCO's blood

CTO_Spenc:
::checks her counsel. nods to the XO and sends out probe::

FCO_Aaron:
::hurries to the lift::<COMP> bridge

XO_Ktarn:
::e the extra power to move::

OPS_Varel:
XO:  25%

CSO_Grant:
XO: we have to alter our phase in many transmissions to escape this shadow

CNSTelico:
::waits for the FCO to leave before responding::

CTO_Spenc:
XO: Probe launched sir.

FCO_Aaron:
::exits onto bridge::

CNSTelico:
CMO: I have no doubt about it.  Let's have a look.

CMO_Maza:
CNSR: it doesn't match with any of SF medical's records

OPS_Varel:
XO: 30% sir..  not going to get much more..  without going into essential systems..

FCO_Aaron:
::walks along railing and gets to the helm::

CSO_Grant:
XO: OPS or Engineering should be able to alter ship engine phases

SCl_Kem:
CO: SIF at 110% and rising.

CNSTelico:
::looks at the monitor that the Doc has brought up::

XO_Ktarn:
CO: we are 20 au away sir

CMO_Maza:
::points to the results::

Nicke_AGM:
ACTION: ship systems seem to drag....

CO_Ber:
SCI: understood.....

CNSTelico:
::nods knowingly::Hmmm...

CSO_Grant:
XO: If we phase shift faster than shadow adapts we might slip away

CO_Ber:
XO: take us to warp 4.......engage

CMO_Maza:
CNSR: it seems to have some brain altering affects

XO_Ktarn:
::moves speed level to warp 4::CO: aye sir warp four

CMO_Maza:
CNSR: or at least that's what I've concluded from other scans

XO_Ktarn:
::enages warp factor 4

SCl_Kem:
:: notes readings similar to quantum singularity ::

CNSTelico:
CMO: Yes, it does.  How long has he been having these problems?

CSO_Grant:
*CMO* Look out for dozens of twinkling lights glow on face of victim

FCO_Aaron:
CO:  I have some expertice in computers I could help in Computer core controll

CO_Ber:
::feels ship shake a bit::::

SCl_Kem:
CSO:  We may be bearing witness to the birth of a black hole.

Nicke_AGM:
ACTION: the shadow_ a warp bubble suddenly implodes as the del initiates warp........trapping her in subspace

CMO_Maza:
CNSR: he says for 6 months

CTO_Spenc:
::contacts security teams, Reassigns two teams and wishes for a cup of coffee::

CSO_Grant:
:: reads a warp bubble::

CO_Ber:
::all stars disappear::

CMO_Maza:
CNSR: and he claims that no one else has been aware of them

CSO_Grant:
CO: we are in warp bubble sir

CNSTelico:
::shakes his head::CMO: the last six hours, maybe...

CMO_Maza:
CNSR: no....he said months

CNSTelico:
CMO: look here...

XO_Ktarn:
::Attemps to find the ships postion::

CO_Ber:
CSO: looks to me like we're in subspace............hmm

SCl_Kem:
:: lost all sensor data ::

CTO_Spenc:
::jolts at her station ::

CMO_Maza:
::thinks that something fishy is going on::

CNSTelico:
::points to trace element at the far left::

CSO_Grant:
:: no longer reads data from probes sent to detect edge of shadow::

CMO_Maza:
::looks at what he is pointing at::

XO_Ktarn:
CO: Sir I can not get a postion fix

FCO_Aaron:
::looks at Nav charts and so forth::

CNSTelico:
CMO: that's a very special chemical/isotope that is used only in certain intelligence units.

Nicke_AGM:
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